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DIFFICULT SPEECH 
 
Rowan Williams, The Edge of Words: God and the Habits of Language (London, Bloomsbury, 2014. 
£20 hbk / £17 ebk. pp. xiii + 204. ISBN: 978-1-4729-1043-1). 
 
In November 2013, Lord Williams delivered a series of six Gifford Lectures in Edinburgh. This book, 
published under a year later, is the result. Williams calls into question language based on 
description, by which he means a ‘mapping exercise in which we assume that the task is to produce 
a certain traceable structural parallel between what we say and what we perceive’ (p. 22). This 
purportedly ordinary speech about things in the world is, he contends, afforded an unjustified 
primacy. Instead, Williams embraces representation, which is in his words a ‘way of speaking that 
may variously be said to seek to embody, translate, make present or re-form what is perceived’ 
(ibid.). This more demanding form of speaking gestures towards the difficulty of all genuine speech. 
 Language is difficult because it continually needs purging of idleness, self-indulgence and 
self-reference in order to become a tool suited to shared reflection and self-narration. In this labour 
both poet and dramatist have key roles, putting language under pressure and provoking linguistic 
crises. By over-determining phrase length, metre or rhyme, the poet pushes the boundaries of 
language, while the dramatist stages discourses that, being beyond intervention, are absolutely and 
inaccessibly other. Their linguistic flights are generative but, being excessive and paradoxical, point 
equally to finitude, taking discourse outside the sphere of reference in which it is reliable and 
coherent. A theological example is Thomas Aquinas’s arguments for God’s existence, in which 
mundane movements and causes are presented as ultimately dependent on a reality beyond them. 
 Williams rightly opposes uses of silence to avoid difficult but needed speech. Nevertheless, 
he views silence as potentially liberating, freeing the self from the compulsion to master itself and its 
surroundings by means of power and projection and marking a threshold beyond which 
straightforward description or analysis may not venture. Simple, clumsy breakdowns in 
communication can say more than the speech framing them. Language is an embodied activity and 
sheer physical presence is communicative, supremely in the incarnation. 
Although written at a high level, this book contains many insights that could improve our 
everyday speaking and all that flows from it, whether in families, social groups, churches or 
workplaces. So much speech retreats into what Williams calls description, asserting an objectivity or 
superiority that, being unreal, can be maintained only through rhetoric, filibuster, manipulation, 
bullying or the like. All these illegitimate silencings undermine language users and linguistic 
communities. 
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